
DSM-5 Criteria for Histrionic Personality 
Disorder

A pervasive pattern of excessive emotionality and attention seeking, beginning by early adult  
hood and present in a variety of contexts, as indicated by five (or more) of the following:

Is uncomfortable in situations in which he or she is not the center of attention.

Notes:

Interaction with others is often characterized by inappropriate sexually seductive or 
provocative behavior.

Notes:

Displays rapidly shifting and shallow expression of emotions. 

Notes:

Consistently uses physical appearance to draw attention to self. 

Notes:

Client Name: 

Age:  Gender:  Date of Session:



Has a style of speech that is excessively impressionistic and lacking in detail.

Notes:

Shows self-dramatization, theatricality, and exaggerated expression of emotion.

Notes:

Is suggestible (i.e., easily influenced by others or circumstances).

Notes:

Considers relationships to be more intimate than they actually are.

Notes:
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	undefined: Randy mentioned feeling "invisible" and "extremely unsettled" during gatherings where he is not leading the conversation or performing. He reported going to great lengths to steer attention back to himself, including changing the topic abruptly to something he can contribute to more dominantly.
	undefined_2: Client has acknowledged flirting overtly in professional environments, disregarding the appropriateness of such actions. He rationalizes this behavior as "just being friendly" but admits it often leads to misunderstandings.
	undefined_3: 
	undefined_4: Randy spends considerable time on his appearance and becomes distressed if he does not receive compliments. He often wears bright, bold clothing to ensure he stands out in a crowd and has mentioned choosing outfits that are "conversation starters."
	undefined_5: Conversations with Randy are filled with grand statements about his achievements and life but lack concrete details when probed further. He uses vivid, overly descriptive language even for routine events, making them appear more dramatic.
	undefined_6: Displays of emotion are intense and seem disproportionate to the situation. A minor disagreement with a friend was described as "the ultimate betrayal," accompanied by dramatic gestures and expressions.
	undefined_7: Randy tends to change his opinions or plans based on the suggestions of people he admires or wants to impress. He recounted instances where he adopted a stance or made decisions that were not aligned with his initial thoughts.
	undefined_8: He refers to casual acquaintances as "close friends" and is often surprised when the level of intimacy he perceives is not reciprocated.
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	0: Randy Willis
	1: May 1, 2024
	2: Male
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